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Abstract
The poster will offer brief explanations of the main procedures of the software and tables with
results of computer analysis of three different sets of songs. The conclusion will also include some
interpretations of results and possibilities of further usage both of the software and it´s results.
Examined songs present three genres of music – adapted (Slovak) folk music, classical art music and
popular music. Computational data of music information are processed in MIDI format. Some songs
in MIDI format were converted from scores (printed or in pdf) using PhotoScore software for
computational reading of scores and Sibelius software for conversion of them to MIDI. Other songs
are free downloaded from internet.
Description of sets of songs:
1. a) 200 pieces of folk songs from Slovakia, adapted for piano by Slovak-American composer
Miloslav Francisci, originally in scores of cycle of compositions named Travnice
b) 25 pieces of Slovak folk songs adapted for singing with piano accompaniment by Russian
composer Vladimir Rebikov. originally in scores.
2. a) 38 composed songs by Slovak composer Ján Levoslav Bella
b) about 30 famous songs by Franz Schubert, both sets as classical (art) music.
3. About 50 compositions and songs of popular music by various pop music composers and
bands as The Beatles, The Pink Floyd, The Bee Gees, or composers as George Gershwin, Scott
Joplin, Andrew Lloyd Weber, etc. downloaded from internet
We would like also to present the original software (developed by musicologist and programmer). It
is developed for computer detection of 11 basic chord classes in composition, and for determination
of major/minor tonal key and its changes in the process of every song. It allows also for an
assignment of harmonic function to detected chords (Ist degree as tonic, Vth degree as dominant, IV
degree as subdominant etc.).
The poster will include the following tables:
1. The table 1 will present 11 types of basic chord classes, which are defined according to its
structure of interval classes (i.e. major triad is defined as 4-3, minor triad is defined as 3-4,
diminished triad as 3-3, dominanth seventh as 4-3-3, etc. where every numeral value means
the number of semitones in the intervalic structure of the sound from its root). The table will
include also the current English name and sign of every chord class
2. Tables 2-6 will show the statistical occurences of chord classes in every analysed song in
abou mentioned sets of songs of different genres.

3. Table 7 will show the structure of diatonic scales – major, major harmonic, minor, minor
harmonic, minor melodic. Determination of their occurence in every song of examined sets is
the output of the original software.
4. Table 8 will show results of the statistical evaluations of the chord classes occurences and
statistical and temporal run/change of the hegemony of tonal key (or the tonal ambiguity)
5. Attached Figures will present scores of some songs with signs of detected chord classes and
determined tonality under every bar of the score under every score system used.
Usage of MIDI data causes complications in determination of tonal key because of the same MIDI
number of the (acoustically) same pitch may have in scores (enharmonically) different name and
note. Our software is adapted for MIDI data processing with passing these complications.
Except the interpretation of output results, the poster will briefly explain the procedure, which helps
to exclude the MIDI data difficulty. Other explanations or questions will be answered by authors
within the poster session.
Differencies and similarities of analysed songs and song sets and its genres will be described in
attached musicological conclusions and theoretical interpretations. Finally we would like to
anticipate further possibilities of usage both of the software and the results of it´s work.
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